Control of Gene Regulatory Networks Using Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning.
Control of gene regulatory networks (GRNs) to shift gene expression from undesirable states to desirable ones has received much attention in recent years. Most of the existing methods assume that the cost of intervention at each state and time point, referred to as the immediate cost function, is fully known. In this paper, we employ the Partially-Observed Boolean Dynamical System (POBDS) signal model for a time sequence of noisy expression measurement from a Boolean GRN and develop a Bayesian Inverse Reinforcement Learning (BIRL) approach to address the realistic case in which the only available knowledge regarding the immediate cost function is provided by the sequence of measurements and interventions recorded in an experimental setting by an expert. The Boolean Kalman Smoother (BKS) algorithm is used for optimally mapping the available gene-expression data into a sequence of Boolean states, and then the BIRL method is efficiently combined with the Q-learning algorithm for quantification of the immediate cost function. The performance of the proposed methodology is investigated by applying a state-feedback controller to two GRN models: a melanoma WNT5A Boolean network and a p53-MDM2 negative feedback loop Boolean network, when the cost of the undesirable states, and thus the identity of the undesirable genes, is learned using the proposed methodology.